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Portraits in pastel
Continuing her series on portraits, Ann Witheridge shows
you how to progress from drawing with charcoal to introducing
colour with pastels

apturing a likeness is such an
exciting part of art and drawing.
It is amazing how we can
achieve such a likeness, such
psychology and emotion in a drawing
which involves just charcoal and paper.
Pastels are a wonderful medium for
developing our drawing skills and
adding colour without the complexity of
brushes, paints and mediums. Pastels
are so raw and real. They are arguably
richer and more immediate than oils,
and can be liberating in their handling.
Many artists have used pastels
alongside their oil paintings and
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drawings. It is because of their
versatility and ease of handling that
artists have used pastels, or toned
paper with chalk and charcoal as a
sketching medium and a preliminary to
oils.
Technically pastels are known as
pastel painting, not pastel drawing, as
despite the lack of brushes and
mediums needed, they still consist of
the same pigments we use for oils but
bound together with gum arabic rather
than oil. Do try making them at home. It
is a very rewarding process and not too
difficult. It is also a great way of
understanding your medium.

Freedom of pastel
Chardin is renowned for his oil painting
still lifes but in his later life he took to
drawing portraits, mainly self-portraits,
in pastels. From Raphael to Toulouse
Lautrec the freedom and versatility
of pastels is evident. But there are
also many artists who took the
medium to an exquisite finish ,
like Maurice Quentin de la Tour
and Rosalba Carriera.
Degas' pastels are wonderful
and free but my favourite

pastel artist is Mary Cassatt. Her pastel
handling is so varied , from the breadth
and freedom of her backgrounds to the
sure crispness of the portrait likeness.
The colours she uses are also so
seemingly naturalistic, and yet up close
there are myriad colours expertly
placed next to each other, both in small
and large hatches. Her pastels literally
move from a scribble to precision in
the same portrait.

The paper
There are many papers you can use
with pastels. Some people like very
smooth papers, which allow the pastels
to glide over the surface. Others prefer
paper that is as rough as sandpaper,
which allows the artist to build up
textures .
The tone and colour of the paper on
which we work is also important.
Choose a mid-tone paper so that you
can both add your darks and your
lights. I prefer to work on a soft green
paper as this encourages me to find the
cooler tones in the flesh.

The pastels
There is a large variety of pastels
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Toned pastel papers by Strathmore

~
Unison soft pastels and the harder
Faber-Castell Polychromos Artists'
pastel sticks
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Making a start: the block-in with a

Faber-Castell Polychromos Artists' pastel
stick in umber; adding the second mid-tone
and sanguine transition; pushing greens in
the transitions. On Strathmore toned pastel
paper,

27~ X 19% in

{70 X 50cm)

start a portrait in pastel , I always use
charcoal for the initial pentimenti
(scaffolding marks). I could use pastels
straight away but they are a little less
forgiving as a medium . You can use
pastel straight on top of the light
charcoal marks and it does not affect
the colour.
Once your pentimenti are established
with charcoal, use a sanguine or brown
to lightly block in the mass. Use the
pastel on its side to fill in the dark
,masses. As with charcoal, you should
be able to judge the large shapes and
masses with just the head mass and the
five essential darks (eye sockets, base
of nose, upper lips and shadow under
the lip). Do not push the sanguine into
the paper as this will break the surface
and texture.

Adding colour
Once the block-in value of dark is
established I think the best way to start
the transition from light to dark is to
start denoting the colour with the

available from oil to dry pastels, and a
great variety within the dry pastel
range . I enjoy using the dry pastels, of
which there are many brands on the
market. My favourite is Unison, which
are hand-made in Yorkshire . They are
rich in pigment and not crumbly. I like
to use them with hard pastels or FaberCastell Polychromos Artists' pastels for
the block-in and accents at the end
(left).

Background and the block-in
A background is not necessarily
needed for the portrait. If at the start
you have selected the right tone paper,
this can keep the portrait looking fresh .
The start is so important as you want to
make sure you get the head shape right
and the placement on the canvas
correct so that you don 't need to edit
down with the background. However, a
small edit is possible with a rubber, or
a pastel that is as close as possible to
the tone of your paper.

The start
In drawing and painting, pentimenti is a
term used to describe the initial
scaffolding or structural lines. When I
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Adding colour

and temperature
to gesture
drawings, with no
blending, on
Strathmore toned
pastel paper,
27~ X 19% in

(70 X 50cm)
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Personally, I don't like doing this, I
think it deadens the colour and oversoftens the image. I prefer to layer the
pastels alongside each other and hatch
across so that the blended effect is
visual and not literal. I think this gives
the colours more glow and keeps the
image richer.
When it comes to mark making in a
pastel painting, the soft large stick we
have cannot be perfectly manipulated
at each stroke to make the perfect
mark, yet I think this is another one of
the advantages of pastels, in that they
give us the freedom to have to work in
mass with loose edges.
Using pastels is a wonderful way to
step from drawing to painting, but this
does not mean it is a simple medium .
It is a rich and rewarding medium but
can be overworked. Make sure that you
spend time at the start choosing the
right tone of paper, and ge.utng your
basic drawing down correctly. If you can
do this, you will have the freedom to
experiment with edges, mass and the
layering of colours. Try to resist
blending the pastel; instead try to use
its seeming disadvantages for your
creative benefit by adding more
freedom and vitality to the work.
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Be inspired as you watch Ann Witheridge paint
a still life in oils in traditional atelier style.
Go to PaintersOnline:http://painte.rs/2FPvozc
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Next month: Painting portraits with a

limited palette

Building up pastel layers, creating smooth edges and accents through layering, not
blending, on Strathmore toned pastel paper, 2nx 19~ in (70 x SOcm)
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greens and warms of the half tones. In
this process, not only are you bringing
your drawing into a dialogue of colour,
you are also starting to handle the
transitions.

Colour and temperature
The disadvantage of pastel is that you
cannot mix the exact colour needed on
your palette before placing it. But I
think that this seeming disadvantage is
actually what adds its great freedom
and versatility. You have to hatch or lay
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down relationships of colours next to
each other. Try not to think about the
colour you need but rather the
temperature. This will give more
freedom when selecting the pastel.
Rather than placing the exact colour
you can layer two colours alongside
each other to create the visual effect of
the colour.

Layering or blending
Some artists like to blend their pastels
together with a stump, sponge or finger.

Ann Witheridge
studied art history at Christ's College,
Cambridge before moving to Italy to
study art full-time. She has been
teaching drawing and painting in the
atelier tradition for 20 years. Ann
founded London Fine Art Studios to
teach the craft of drawing and
painting to dedicated artists.

http://londonfineartstudios.com
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